From: Mr. Ramachandran P, Office of CCA  
Sent: 09 January 2020 16:36  
To: (n)Code Solutions CA; Verasys CA; Safescrypt CA; eMudhra CA; Capricorn CA  
Cc: CCA; Smt Harshprabha  
Subject: Migration to Electronic Mode for the issuance of personal DSC

Dear All,

The Certifying Authorities are required to comply the following:-
1. From 20 Feb 2020 onwards, CAs should issue personal DSCs based only on eKYC account creation as mentioned in the section 5 of IVG.
2. From 20 Feb 2020 onwards, CAs should stop issuance of personal DSCs based on paper based application form.
3. CAs may communicate the migration plan to their partners and DSC applicants in an appropriate mode

Regards
Ramachandran P  
Office of CCA